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Known for its focus on conceptual understanding, problem solving,Â and practical explanations, this

best-seller strengthens problem solving coverage and explores the essential genetics content

todayâ€™s students need to know. This edition maintains the bookâ€™s briefer, less-detailed

approach to teaching core concepts. New features of the Eighth Edition include four new Special

Topics chapters and thorough updates.
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The textbook was basically informative and useful, however, it asked questions in which the

answers were not accessible so that when you were done working them you wondered how close to

right you were. There was also too little information given in the text to use to answer some of the

more complicated problems without researching elsewhere to figure out how to work them. In

summary, it would have been better if the problems at the end of each chapter were better

supported by the text itself.

Great book, took the course at UCSD. This book has great picture examples.

Beware: they advertise this to be the book WITH the e-text and access card. It did not have the

access code and when we inquired, they simply said "too bad" that it was not guaranteed to have

the access code with it. So it cost us another $61 to get the access code.



I purchased this textbook for an undergraduate level Genetics course and have found it to be quite

the excellent resource. Quality graphics, text, and overall organization. I bought it used but in good

condition and could not be happier. Expedient shipping, as well. Kudos

This book does a great job explaining the basic contents of genetics. I use it for my sophomore

college genetics course and although my professor does not generally teach from it (he uses his

own lectures) I have had no problem understanding the book on my own. The kindle [print replica]

edition is great as it saves you money and is ultraportable. Make sure you try a sample if you want

to check it out before you buy.

DO NOT BUY if you are looking for the Mastering Genetics access code. I purchased a new text

EXPLICITLY because it said it was part of an "access code package". I understand access codes

are not guaranteed with used texts, but new ones should have them (especially if advertised IN THE

TITLE). What a rip-off.

I thought it was a good book that explained concepts well and had great illustrations. This 8th

edition pretty much looks exactly the same page per page as the 9th edition so it was a great buy.

This text is a lot more reader friendly than some other science books. There is also a nice variety of

microscope pictures to keep your interest while you're reading through.
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